The concept of failed state came to the fore with the end of the Cold War, the collapse of the USSR and the disintegration of Yugoslavia. Political violence is central in these discussions on the definition of the concept or the determination of its dimensions (indicators). Specifically, the level of political violence, the type of political violence and intensity of political violence has been broached in the literature. An effective classification of political violence can lead us to a better understanding of state failure phenomenon. By using Tilly's classification of collective violence which is based on extent of coordination among violent actors and salience of short-run damage, the role played by political violence in state failure can be understood clearly. In order to do this, two recent cases, Iraq and Syria will be examined.
Introduction
The concept of state failure was used for the first time by Gerald B. Helman and Steven R. Ratner 1 . While it is possible to see the emergence and failure of the nation states for so long, the concept of failed state came to the fore with the end of the Cold War, the collapse of the USSR and the disintegration of Yugoslavia, because these moments made possible the emergence of new nation-states. According to Andrew Flibbert 2 , the concept was borrowed from the economy and in particular was inspired by the concept of market failure. Then it was adopted in the discussions of political science in the 1990s.
In their article entitled "Saving Failed States", Herman and Ratner speak of the emergence of "the failed-nation-state, utterly incapable of sustaining itself as a member of the international community". 3 According to the authors, the reasons for state failure are "civil strife, government breakdown and economic privation 4 . According to Michael Ignatieff 5 state failure takes place when states can no longer have the legitimate monopoly of violence (Ignatieff, 2002 ). Robert Rotberg 6 defines state failure by the ability to deliver positive public goods. A failed state can not deliver these goods and gradually loses its legitimacy before its citizens. According to Rotberg "a failed state is a polity that is no longer able or willing to perform the fundamental jobs of a nation-state in the modern world" 7 . He therefore suggests that the state failure should be understood as a point in a "continuum". In one extreme side of this continuum there are strong states and in another extreme side there are collapsed states 1 . Between two points there are multiple possibilities such as weak states, failing states and failed states.
After seeing these definitions, it is possible to accept, with a few exceptions, Jonathan di John's remark: "Vague and imprecise definitions of failure abound in the literature. 2 " To specify the content of this concept some scholars give indicators of state failure. Rotberg argues that the main difference between the weak and strong states is the levels of their effective delivery of most crucial public goods such as security, especially human security, "the essential freedoms (…) 4 " By using the list of political goods delivered by a state Rotberg tries to define state-failure indicators. According to him three types of indicators give us a more distinct picture of the phenomenon. In economical level, reductions in incomes and living standards, increased corruption, fall of GPD, drying of foreign and domestic investment, shortages of food and fuel can be mentioned. In political level one can count the subverted democratic norms, restriction of participatory processes, enslavement of bureaucracy, end of judicial independence, blocking of civil society and subordination of security forces. As for the level of violence, as it rises very rapidly the human security deteriorate. He adds that these indicators should not be taken separately and only their combination will give us a more perfect vision of the phenomenon 5 .
Another work that deals with indicators and is widely cited in the literature is the State Failure Task Force Report (I and II) . This task force, composed of independent researchers is established at the request of Vice President Al Gore at the time (1994) by CIA 6 . From 600 variables evaluated, the group opted for a three factor-model. These factors are: "infant mortalityindirect measure of quality of life; openness to international trade-value of imports and exports divided by GDP, level of democracy-from information on political institutions 7 ". The group estimates that they can predict two thirds of state failure cases 8 .
And finally according to Flibbert, the concept of state failure reflects the decrease in the institutional capacity of the state. Even if he did not openly describes as indicators the struggle over the control of territory and the monopoly of violence, the decline and even the fall of the bureaucratic state capacity and declining revenues from taxes and the decline in the promotion of economic well-being and equity can be considered like this 9 .
In the light of these debates on the definition of the concept or the determination of its dimensions (indicators), political violence is central in these discussions. Specifically, the level of political violence, the type of political violence and intensity of political violence has been broached in the literature. There is a wealth of work on determining whether a state fails due to terrorism and if this was the case, it would be to what extent 1 . It is important to highlight the fact that the violence indicator can be the cause as well as the consequence of the state failure. 2 3 . "
In addition to these weaknesses, there is a lack of systematic classification of political violence. However an effective classification of political violence can lead us to a better understanding of state failure phenomenon. By using Tilly's 4 classification of collective violence which is based on extent of coordination among violent actors and salience of short-run damage, the role played by political violence in state failure can be understood clearly. In order to do this, two recent cases, Iraq and Syria will be examined.
Tilly's classification of collective violence:
Charles Tilly classifies collective violence into six categories: violent rituals, coordinated destruction, opportunism, brawls, scattered attacks and broken negotiations by using two variables that is to say extent of coordination among violent actors and salience of short-run damage 5 .
The salience of short run damage demonstrates the extent of damage infliction and reception's domination of these interactions. In the lower part of Figure 1 , the damage is rare during interactions while in the upper part of the damage is omnipresent in interactions.
As for the extent of coordination among violent actors, this variable shows the level of coordination amongst those involved in this interaction. At least two people are required for this interaction. In the lower part of Figure 1 coordination is very low as one goes up to the top of the Figure 1 , this coordination increases.
The relationship between these two variables and classification of collective violence (interpersonal) are expressed in Figure 1 .
These two variables together enable us to predict the degree of destruction that these relations cause. As Tilly puts it: "Broadly speaking destructiveness rises with both salience and coordination. Where salience and coordination both reaches high levels, widespread destruction occurs 6 As part of this research, the cases of Iraq and Syria will be treated. The intertwined nature of political violence in these contexts will allow us to analyze more clearly the state failure situation in these countries.
Intertwined types of political violence
Inspired by the Arab Spring in Tunisia and in Egypt, the first peaceful protests in Syria are born March 15, 2011 to protest the massacre of 15 young people of Deraa who wrote graffitis against the regime. Government repression was brutal. The regime killed more than 200 people between March 15 and April 21, 2011 4 . This revolt deploys quickly from city to city. The Free Syrian Army that became gradually the head of the opposition movement became militarized and its Sunni character came to the fore. Bozarslan speaks of militarization and "sectarianization" of the conflict 5 However FSA is not only opposition force against al-Assad regime. The Radical Islamist groups are involved including Jabhat al-Nasra (the Victory Front), branch of the Al-Qaida (which has later pledges alliance to ISIS) and The types of violence most used by the regime are the destruction of cities, aerial bombing, torture, disappearances, executions, rape of women, use of chemical weapons, and forced displacement of residents. In opposition's side, we see the passage of a peaceful action repertoire to a militarized violence (especially with the desertion of former officers of the Syrian army even though this view is disputed by some), sectarianized and finally jihadized 2 . One must not forget the fact that ISIS too, uses rape, the sale of women as slaves.
In Iraq, the war launched by the US in 2003 lasts a few months. By this war, the US wanted to destroy alleged chemical, nuclear and biological held by Saddam Hussein. However, after the contested victory of the US, the fall of Saddam Hussein, his execution and the transition to a temporary government, the semblance of stability does not last. -Sexual assault, slavery, forced marriages to ISIS members.
In both cases we are in the presence of a war (between two states) and a civil war (between a state and non-state entities) which are examples of coordinated destruction. Because as suggested by Tilly's definition: "persons, organizations that specialize in the deployment of coercive means undertake a program of damage to persons and/or objects". In both cases the army, paramilitary groups and militias that can be qualified as violent specialists confront each other in order to gain power over a given territory. As part of this type of collective violence according to Tilly, high extent of coordination and high-salience of damage are expected. In Syrian case, evidence shows very high extent of coordination among government and army. High-salience of damage is evident as Bozarslan puts it: "250. 000 dead or missing" in four years. The Iraqi case shows high coordination among militaries and paramilitary factions like Sunni and Shiite militias such as Jaysh alMahdi (Mahdi Army). And the damage caused is also very high in this case. According to HRW "Suicide attacks, car bombs, and assassinations became more frequent and lethal, killing more than 12,000 people and injuring more than 22,000 between January and December. 3 
»
Another political violence type is opportunism especially, rape, pillage, murder, revenge hostage taking and blood feuds. So we should look for the cases where there is a high-salience violence but low coordination compared to the war and civil war (coordinated destruction). It occurs when routine surveillance and repression fail and few organized individuals use immediately damaging means. In both cases case war and the civil war diminish the surveillance and capacity of repression of regime. State failure in these cases allows individuals to take advantage of this situation. In both cases the militias and "ordinary people" resort to rape, pillage, murder, take hostage, revenge and blood feuds. One can see the opportunism most clearly in the case of the kidnapping of children and women and the hostage taking by ISIS in Syrian and Iraqi cases.
Finally, the violent rituals are the type of political violence where we observe the most organized and most violent attacks. The violent specialists, especially pro-regime specialist in Syria used a well-defined script. Bozarslan demonstrate this script as follows: "the strategy of the regime consists of breaking up the society, forcing the Alawites to renew their allegiance, including through macabre "mise-en-scenes", saving Kurdish cities and villages to avoid the upheaval of Kurdish communities in Aleppo and Damascus, using fear among Christians and massively destroying the Sunni urban space. 1 "
The "defined scripts" followed by Nouri Al-Maliki, prime minister at the time was described by In both cases, while the war continues, other types of violence such as massacres, rape, pillage, forced immigration killings, seizure of properties, etc. exist. This shows us that war as type of political violence consists of other types of violence that are in a complex way. These intertwined types of collective violence also entail very complex relationships and social interactions. So that even if we have a very detailed chronology in hand, it will be very difficult to separate the various violent episodes corresponding to one or more types of political violence.
Iraq and Syria: Failing, Failed and Forced Failed States?
In the light of these analyses, are Iraqi and Syrian states are "failed" or just weak? Although Flibbert described the situation in Iraq as forced state failure, it is better to use the term "failing states" because this is a process that is never complete and is not finished yet. Using the criteria of Rotberg, one can consider that these states are failing states. In both cases these two states control no longer the monopoly of legitimate violence, territories and no longer deliver public goods to their citizens.
In Syria, the Assad government, pro-government forces, Free Syrian Army the other rebellious factions and jihadist groups such as ISIS show very clearly that the Syrian state no longer has the monopoly of legitimate violence. In addition, the territory is divided and is in the hands of various armed groups including ISIS. The Syrian state can no longer deliver public goods such as security of its population. The increasing number of Syrian immigrants is a substantial example. Other goods are not delivered as roads, hospitals, buildings, schools, other infrastructure are destroyed on a large scale. Entire cities were destroyed either by opposition forces, by the regime or by ISIS. In this case, it will not be illogical to characterize Syria as a failing state.
In Iraq, although there is a government since June 2004, the powers of government seem very limited. The monopoly of violence is no longer in the hands of the state as shown in the rise of sectarian violence in 2012, following the retirement of the American forces. In addition, the return of "ordinary" Iraqis for their security to private security contractors is the second example. Furthermore, control of the territory is a problem with the appearance of ISIS and taking of Mosul and other key towns by ISIS, even if the Iraqi government is gaining territory vis-à-vis ISIS (regaining control of city of Tikrit in April 2015 and Tamim district of Ramadi in December 2015). Aside from the monopoly of legitimate violence and control of the territory, public goods can not be distributed due to failure forced state. Flibbert Moreover the anthropomorphism attributed to states via expressions such as state death, failure, collapse and weak /and strong states distinction seems to be problematic. As we consider these features like human features and accept them in their current form, it can obscure the understanding of the phenomenon as an interactional process.
Accepting the fact that different types of political violence allow us to see how relationships or interactions will develop, what form they will take in the framework of "state failure" will, in turn, improve the understanding of the failure as a more complex social phenomenon. A closer examination of different types of intertwined violence and their relationships can emphasize the emergent properties for each failure. This can also enable the more qualitative work on the subject (particularly field work, in-depth interviews with actors on state failure sites) to complement and increase the capacity of quantitative studies.
In addition, this approach would coincide with a multidisciplinary perspective that state failure should be studied not only from the International Relations perspective but also from anthropological, historical, sociological perspectives in order to show the reality of the sufferings. In short, far from being a spectacle that we see on television or a "cold" object of study, failed or failed states affect the lives of real people.
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